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Int roduct ion - Sharm ila Gandhi Act ing Head of  

Pr im ary

This, our first term, has been one of the most challenging starts to a school year. 

We began by ensuring that we had everything in place for a safe and healthy 

environment which met with all the necessary regulations placed on the school 

by the Valencian Community and Public Health. We had to ensure that the start 

and ends of the day were staggered to enable temperature checks and also 

reduce the amount of gathering and over clustering of groups.  Despite a hectic 

start in September, with parental feedback, which we took on board, changes 

were made to improve these important parts of the day and now I am pleased to 

say that we have a much smoother transition in the morning and evening. We 

have even had wet and windy days this term, which we have managed to deal 

with. In fact, it has been lovely to see children arriving at school on these days 

with their wet weather coats, hats, boots and umbrellas which undoubtedly helps 

them to expand their vocabulary, learning new words and at the same time 

having fun as they jump in puddles on the playground! 

Although a huge challenge for me, in my first headship post, albeit an 

acting role covering for Miss Lally?s maternity leave, I have loved every 

moment because I am passionate about King?s College Alicante and what it 

stands for. I am passionate about the strong children, parent, teacher and 

community relations which I have now been part of for 11 years.  I am 

passionate about teaching and learning and ensuring that every child has a 

wonderful experience here at King?s College Alicante and that they are 

supported adequately as well as stretched and challenged so that they aim 

high and achieve the best results. I am passionate about pupil voice and 

hearing what children have to say about their school life and how we can 

all improve it.  As the Acting Head of Primary School, this year, my aim has 

been to ensure that there is a safe, healthy, exciting and interesting 

learning environment for children from Nursery to year 6. 

This has meant ensuring that teachers are delivering outstanding lessons 

which enthuse and motivate children.   

I hope that my weekly newsletters have kept you informed about all that is 

happening in school and that you have felt able to approach me and my 

Primary Senior Leadership Team which has consisted this term of:



Mrs Vanessa Hughes Assist ant  Head of  Pr im ary - Key St age 2 and our  

Leader  of  Assessm ent s and Int ernships 

I am so lucky to work with such a dedicated team.  All the children have had a hugely successful 

term of learning.  Teachers have continuously strived to create lessons full of fun whilst ensuring 

there is stretch and challenge, allowing pupils to achieve their very best.  Seeing happy, motivated 

learners arrive at school every morning proves how content our pupils are.  I am particularly proud 

of how Year 3 joined the "big" section of the Primary school with maturity and confidence on the 

1st of September.  Highlights across KS2 are many.  In fact it is very difficult to choose just a few.  

Perhaps my most favourite are when a mammoth appeared in Year 3!  Days like these highlight 

the imaginations young children have.  I also enjoyed visiting year 3 whilst they made their Skara 

Brae homes and their stone age weapons. In Year 4 the children looked amazing on their special 

Ancient Egypt day.  This day marked the culmination of a fantastic term of learning about Ancient 

Egyptians.  I particularly enjoyed reading their brilliant portal stories to Ancient Egypt!  The year 5 

pupils created an incredible virtual Ancient Greece museum.  I enjoyed witnessing the planning 

stage of this.  In Year 6 the team brought to life the topic of the "Victorians".  The quality of work 

the pupils produced from this was astounding (a picture of  a display from the Year 6 corridor is 

included in this newsletter).  You will thoroughly enjoy reading their writing when they bring their 

books home in the summer.

Mrs Lindsey Rober t son Assist ant  Head of  Pr im ary - Key St age 1 and our  Leader  of  Oracy/Dram a. 

Recent ly set t ing up our  f ir st  Debat e Club.

It has been a very challenging first term; returning to school after online learning and having to adapt to all the new 

Covid19 restrictions. However, I couldn?t be happier to be back in school with the children and working with the great 

team that is Key Stage One. 

Children and staff have faced all the challenges head on with a positive can do attitude because of this we have had some 

amazing moments. 

Year 1 have blown me away with how quickly they have settled into Key Stage One, showing a great level of maturity and a 

strong work ethic. The Children wowed with their performances in the Christmas play and it has been a genuine pleasure 

to see their confidence grow and I can?t wait to see them reach even higher heights next term. 

Year 2 started with a bang with their amazing Pirate topic. They settled back into school life with enthusiasm, passion and 

maturity. Whenever I visit their classrooms I am always impressed by the level of engagement and passion the children 

display. All the children are eager to tell me about their learning and explain how they are striving to challenge themselves 

to be better learners.  Their adverts for ?Traction Man? were astounding and I am looking forward to seeing what level they 

take their work to next. 

Mrs Hannah Br insley Assist ant  Head of  Pr im ary -  Ear ly  Years  Foundat ion St age 

The Early Years team is an amazing team to work in. Everyone is so supportive of each other and always happy 

to help one another. It has been difficult at times this term with limited indoor and outdoor resources due to 

Covid, however with all their experience and inspiration they have ensured the children's environments are as 

exciting and challenging as always.

My highlights are always our 'extra days' such as Halloween messy play and Christmas play days. Seeing the 

children so happy, especially when the adults join in which they do with such enthusiasm in EY.



The team has a  huge amount of experience, knowledge and expertise that all of them bring 

to the Primary school. We are also supported by excellent Year Group leaders and subject 

leaders who oversee the delivery of the Curriculum. Alongside the excellent British 

Curriculum teachers and teaching assistants, we have a team of experienced Spanish 

teachers who ensure that children are learning Spanish (Lengua), Sociales and Valenciano. 

This year has also seen some new and exciting developments with more specialist teachers 

working in Primary, delivering PE, Music, Dance and Drama lessons. Some of these teachers 

come from the Secondary school, bringing with them best practice in these subject areas.  

The children have really loved this development. 

Additionally, we are very fortunate to have interns who assist classes throughout the primary 

school, some come from the UK, others from Alicante University and next term we'll also 

have volunteers from Dutch Universities too. 

I am pleased to say that the Primary team will be further strengthened with the addition of 

Mr Adrian Hickman, currently Assistant Head at Kings Infant School Elche (KISE) who will join 

us in January  as Assistant Head of Primary (teaching and learning). Mr Hickman will be class 

teacher for 6S (replacing Miss Saxon)  for the next two terms.  In addition to this, I am 

delighted to have the opportunity to start our first ever Pre Nursery school with two 

experienced teaching practitioners, Miss Consuelo Maulo (class teacher) and Miss Yanira Vidal 

(teaching assistant). 

Over the course of the year, the aim is to ensure that we develop enquiry based learning, 

where children are given the opportunity to question and challenge others. It is wonderful to 

see that the Primary School Council continues to flourish and lead the way for pupil voice and 

participation.  I am also pleased to see the emphasis put on oracy skills which will 

undoubtedly enable our children to become confident and articulate speakers of the English 

language.

This is the first term newsletter which provides highlights of the work that has gone on 

throughout the Primary School  at KCA this term.  I hope you enjoy reading it. 

Thanks for all your support this term and wishing you all a wonderful Christmas and festive 

season. 

Mrs Sharmila Gandhi

Acting Head of Primary School



Ear ly Years

Nursery 

Nursery is such an exciting place to be in September. Everything is new, the classroom is bright 

and engaging and there are so many new friends to be made. 

The children have settled really well and are already responding well to school routines as well as 

establishing secure friendship groups. 

In Nursery we base a lot of our first term on making relationships, building self confidence and 

self awareness as well as starting to help the children to manage their feelings and behaviours. 

We also spend time working on their physical development as well as their communication and 

language skills.

This term there have been so many reasons to celebrate in Nursery, from the children coming 

into school happy, to recognising where their lunch seats and siesta beds are to Halloween 

messy play and new stories and songs to learn. 

The outside area is a huge part of our overall classroom in Nursery. It allows the children to get 

messy and to explore, often lending itself to some of the larger construction, the water tray and 

the sand tray. 

Throughout the day the children are exposed to role play, many different creative materials, 

natural resources, mathematical activities, water, sand, bikes, science exploration experiments, 

a mud kitchen, physical equipment and many english books to choose from. 

The children have enjoyed getting to know Jigsaw Jennie and starting to take part in our PSHE 

lessons (Personal, Social, Health Education). They have the opportunities to start to learn about 

the world around them. They also enjoy our calming chime time at the start of each session. 





Recept ion

The Reception children have had a great start to their new school year. After a very disturbed 

and unusual experience in the Summer term of Nursery, they have returned to school with 

loads of energy and enthusiasm towards learning. They adapted quickly to the new routines 

and covid requirements that we brought in and settled back with their friends as though they 

had never been away!

There have been lots of highlights since they returned however most of the children are still 

talking about our Halloween messy play day and how much fun they had.

In Reception the children have more structured lessons including Literacy, Maths, Science, PE, 

Drama, Music and PSHE. There is still plenty of time for CIL (Child Initiated Learning) too, 

which the children love. They may decide to use their imaginations in role play, become super 

creative in the art corner or they may choose to relax and read a book with their friends. We 

have been enjoying reading books on Bug Club this term, learning new sounds and beginning 

to blend simple words together. 

We enjoy learning new core texts in Reception and will base a lot of our fun activities in class 

around them each week. The children have small role play areas made of the stories and also 

have the opportunities to story map and act them out. 

We also have lots of maths based activities and problem solving for the children.

Our Jigsaw lessons (Social and Emotional bases sessions) are really enjoyable. The children 

have the opportunities to share their thoughts, worries or concerns and learn about changing 

and growing in the world around us. They love our Mascot, Jigsaw Jennie, and enjoy our 

calming chime time at the start of each session to prepare us. 



Key St age 1

Year  1

The children in Year 1 have made an amazing start to the year, settling back into school after a 

difficult and challenging Summer term. They have dived right into the Key stage 1 curriculum, 

starting with a Core Text topic. Beegu crashed landed outside the classrooms and the children 

produced some fabulous writing about Beegu and his adventures. Following on from that the 

children ran, ran as fast as they could to keep up with Gingerbread Man before entering a dark, 

dark town to meet some skeletons from Funny Bones. All the while working hard to develop 

their sentence writing and use of nouns and adjectives. 



Year 1 children have been learning lots about role-play and freeze frames in Drama. Using the 

texts; Beegu, The Gingerbread Man and Funny Bones, they have focussed on the use of body 

language and facial expressions to convey emotions of different characters. 

The launch of the new topic Animal Kingdom saw another visitor to the school. This time a 

tiger got on to the playground! The children really enjoyed making clay models of their 

favourite animal. So far, the children have learnt about the different continents and what they 

are like. They have had a go at using compass directions and are beginning to look at things 

that have happened in the past, such as animals that are extinct. 

In science, the children have investigated different materials and their properties as well as 

beginning their investigations into what living things need to survive. 

The children have done lots of exciting maths, using resources to deepen their understanding 

of place value and addition.

For all lessons the children have been focussing on their Oracy, the children's spoken language 

has improved immensely. They are all talking confidently and expressively about their learning. 



Year  2

Year 2 children have had a great start to the year. This term has seen them become pirates 

during their first topic. The children sailed the seven seas with ?The Night Pirates? and did lots 

of creative writing around them. They also created some fantastic pieces of artwork, learnt 

about life on a pirate ship and researched infamous pirates like Captain Blackbeard. They 

finished off the topic with an amazing pirate day, the costumes were amazing and they 

enjoyed doing lots of pirate activities and even had a visit from Captain Patch. 

The new topic of Carnival and Festivals has seen the children learning about different cultures 

and celebrations around the world. The children enjoyed learning about Guy Fawkes and 

Diwali. They made some beautiful Diva lamps. Year 2 have also been learning all about 

adverts and using the story Traction Man have written their own adverts for an amazing new 

toy. 

In science, the children have been investigating animals and their habitats. Building on from 

work done last year they have even looked at microhabitats. This term the children have also 

begun deepening their knowledge of place value and the number system, addition and 

subtraction and, linking to their Talk for writing advert work, looked at money. Comparing 

amounts, calculating the total amount and finding change. 

The children?s spoken language is brilliant as they incorporate lots of speaking and presenting 

into all their lessons. They are using lots of Drama to express themselves and developing 

themselves as performers. Linking Drama to core texts in Talk for Writing the children have 

developed their characters through the use of Freeze Frame, Thought Tracking and Role play. 





Key St age 2 

Year  3

This is an important year where children have transitioned from one Key Stage to another. Our 

Year 3s have been so lucky to have not only a fabulous team of teachers but also an exciting 

curriculum with so many interesting subjects to learn.  The Year 3s have absolutely loved their 

Topic of the Stone Age.  They have learned so much about this era from how people lived during 

this epoch and they all had a go at designing and building a Stone Age structure. The children 

went out scavenging for food like the Stone Age people would have done. In English, they have 

been reading Stone Age Boy and this has been a focus of their English writing too. 

The highlight of the term in Year 3 has to be Stone Age Day on October 14th when children came 

to school in their stone age costumes, many of them made with your help at home.  They looked 

amazing and on this day they did problem solving activities as if they were from the Stone Age and 

they made Skara Brae models with clay which they loved. The Year group also had a surprise 

visitor?  a Woolly Mammoth! 

Another dress up day which enthuses the children and motivates them to write is Halloween. On 

this day the Year threes wrote some wonderful Halloween poetry.   

The children have loved their maths lessons as they have had fun exploring, problem solving and 

using practical and concrete methods to help them.  

In Science, the children have loved learning about materials and carrying out investigations such as 

finding out what materials are most reflective.  

 In Music, the children have been learning about the orchestra with Mrs Rose as well as doing 

drama. 



Year  4

What a fabulous term Year 4 has had. Their first humanities topic of Ancient Egypt has really 

grabbed all the children. They have been fascinated by the history and geography of Ancient 

Egypt; learning about the daily life of the Egyptians (jobs, food and clothes), the importance of 

the River Nile for irrigation, transportation and trade. They have learned about the 

importance of the Egyptian Gods, Tutankhamun and the concept of the afterlife. The children 

loved making their canopic jars and learning about their significance.  The highlight of the 

topic was Egypt day on November 27th when all of the children came to school in their 

amazing Eyyptian costumes which mums and dads had helped to make. The whole day was 

filled with fun learning activities linked to the topic and the children even sampled Egyptian 

cuisine made by our very own school chef Xavier. 

Another much enjoyed subject this term in Year 4 has been science and learning about 

electricity where they looked at putting together an electrical circuit. In English, the Year 4s 

have produced some fantastic poetry and story writing linked to their topic of Egypt. This 

term has also been the first time the children have had drama on the timetable, which they 

have embraced. Through the story of an Egyptian princess, they have learned about 

concepts such as thought tracking and creating freeze frames and it has been wonderful to 

see them create short videos for homework and post them on Seesaw.  





Year  5

Year 5 has some fabulous topics to deliver their curriculum and this year they kicked off their 

humanities lessons with ?Meet the Greeks?.  Throughout this topic the children learn about 

Greek life and achievements and their impact on the western world.  They jumped straight in 

with a Greek murder mystery.  Who murdered Agathon the Athenian hoplite?  The children 

studied the various styles of Greek pottery and then enjoyed a special day designing and 

creating their own.  Year 5 were fascinated by Greek temples and built their own as part of a 

homework project.  They also learned about Greek democracy, gods and goddesses and other 

inventions.  This all culminated in an Ancient Greece Museum. Teams created their own 

exhibits and presentations of the learning they had done.  Classes from across Key Stage 2 

were then invited by Google Meet to take a tour of the museum.  The Year 5 children really did 

a fantastic job.  In English lessons pupils in year 5 have written quests with Greek mythical 

creatures and their own version of the poem ?The Magic Box? using lots of language to create 

imagery.  

In Science this term the children have been learning about animals and plants.  Many children 

completed a brilliant homework project involving researching their favourite animal.  In science 

lessons the children have been learning about the life cycles of insects (including 

metamorphosis), birds, amphibians and reptiles.  They have also investigated the features of 

seeds that are dispersed by the wind through making paper helicopters.

In maths this term the children have been learning about place value to 1 million...wow!  They 

have also covered many, many other objectives from statistics to perimeter to the 4 

operations.  This term they have used the opportunity to do a lot of learning in maths 

outdoors. Our outside space has allowed children to create a human number line to order and 

compare numbers and demonstrate inverse operations, as well as play games involving prime, 

square and cube numbers. There have been lots of opportunities for children to use concrete 

resources to understand and explain their work with lots of fantastic English being spoken 

throughout lessons with children justifying their answers and showing their deep 

understanding of lesson objectives. 





Year  6

The first topic of the autumn term in Year 6 is a history topic called ?The Victorians?.  Through 

this topic the children studied the Charles Dickens story ?Oliver Twist? and created descriptions 

of the character Dodger from Oliver?s perspective.  They focused on characterisation, use of 

settings and dialogue in their writing and produced some fantastic work.  They also studied life 

in the Victorian workhouses, famous people from this era, including Queen Victoria herself.  

They also created superb wallpaper designs after learning about the artist William Morris.

Maths gets pretty tricky in year 6, but this year?s pupils have not let that phase them.  They 

have investigated factors, prime numbers and multiples.  They are also working with very large 

numbers up to 10 million and deepened their understanding of the four operations including 

long division.  They have also studied a long unit of work on fractions involving equivalents, 

fractions in the lowest form and working with fractions using the 4 operations.  They have 

completed lots of problem solving and investigations too.

In Science the children have done some fantastic learning about the heart, studying its parts 

and how it works.  They made brilliant models of the heart from clay and using oil pastels 

created brilliant microscopic drawings of white and red blood cells.  The pupils also 

investigated heart rate and how it changes during and after exercise.  Every week the children 

have carried out a different investigation (see the pictures below).  One week they investigated 

how nutrients and water are transported throughout the body by carrying out an experiment 

involving gummy bears! They also investigated the amount of hidden sugar found in the foods 

we buy.  They really did learn a lot about the importance of having a healthy lifestyle!

Finally congratulations to Carolina who was the winner in the girls section of the inter school 

distance running competition.  She completed the 1km race in 3 minutes and 28 seconds!





King?s College

The Br it ish School of  Alicant e
Glorieta del Reino Unido 5

Alicante 03008, Spain

Telephone: (+34) 965 106 351

info.kca@kingsgroup.org
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